Argos reports have been moved into the Argos Finance/Production/Departmental Financial Reporting directory. The current reports that will only work with chart 9 have been relocated into the Chart 9 Reporting directory. Two new directories have been set up for Chart V Crosswalks and Lists. Reports remaining in the Departmental Financial Reporting directory are reports adjusted to work with chart V. Please also note that report names have been modified a bit since the Chart V training sessions to standardize naming conventions. A map of the new directory structure is below:

**Production**

- Departmental Financial Reporting
  - Chart 9 Reporting
    - Approval Queue Routing by Approver
    - Approvals Orgn Code Locate (Dept)
    - Detailed Payroll Reporting
    - Operating Drill-down Dashboard
    - Operating Statement Reporting
    - Organization Hierarchy
    - Periodic Operating Data
    - Transaction Detail Reports
    - Trial Balance
    - Unposted Documents Query
  - Chart V Crosswalk Queries
    - Account Crosswalk Queries
    - Fund Crosswalk Queries
    - Grant Code Crosswalk
    - Organization crosswalk by Mid Level report
    - Organization Crosswalk Query
    - Organization Crosswalk Query - Chart V to 9
  - Chart V Lists
    - Activity Code Report
    - Fund List by Level 3 or Org codes
    - Index Listing by Level 2, Level 3 or Org Code
    - Index Report
    - Organization by Hierarchy Reports - Chart V
- Approvals Routing by Approver - Chart V
- Approvals Routing by Org - Chart V
- Budget to Actual using Index or FOAPAL
- Expense and Revenue Account Code Listing
- Operating Statement Reporting
- Organization Hierarchy
- Transaction Detail Reports - Chart V
- Trial Balance
- Trial Balance Detail

As communicated in the chart training sessions more will be added as they ready.

Please let us know if you encounter any errors or issues with any of the new reports and we will get necessary changes in place.

A copy of the existing reports from the chart trainings will remain in the test folders for additional trainings or refresher trainings from the on-line training that will post soon. These reports now run against Production rather than the test database.